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________________________________________________________________________ 
Abstract: 
This research investigates how the legal sanctions prevailing under bankruptcy code influence the design of 
debt contacts. We model a lending relationship between a firm and a bank, in which the firm may perform 
asset substitution between two investment projects. The behavior of the bank is active in the event of 
default of the firm, as the bank trades off between renegotiation and costly bankruptcy procedure. 
The model focuses on three possible equilibria. The first one encompasses situations where the firms adopt 
the best project (economic efficiency) and bankruptcy costs are avoided through private renegotiation (legal 
efficiency): this equilibrium requires a condition on bankruptcy costs and is independent of legal sanctions. 
A second equilibrium covers situations where the firms turn to the least profitable and riskiest project 
(economic inefficiency) and the default is still privately solved (legal efficiency): to avoid suboptimal 
investment, a minimal level of legal sanctions, whose threshold value depends on the interest rate, must be 
enforced. Last, we consider mixed strategies on the investment policy (partial economic efficiency): when 
financial distress occurs, a semi-separating equilibrium prevails so costly bankruptcy may apply (legal 
inefficiency). 
Simulated results illustrate how the bank finally chooses between these equilibria while the legal 
environment becomes more severe. As expected, stronger sanctions enhance the probability of choosing the 
best project: simulations provide minimal levels of sanctions which guarantee the occurrence of the best 
equilibrium. Extreme severity is therefore not required to ensure both economic and legal efficiency. 
Furthermore, an increase of legal sanctions is likely to reduce the interest rate, as the bank is better 
protected by the law, and cannot charge a risk premium anymore. The firm consequently benefits in some 
extent of increased severity through a lower interest rate. Last, a slight change of the legal environment 
may lead to a drastic adjustment of financial variables, meaning that small changes in the law may induce 
financial instability. 
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How Bankruptcy Punishment Influences 

the Ex-Ante Design of Debt Contracts? 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Bankruptcy law has received considerable attention from academics because of its 

implications regarding the continuation of firms and of its impact on their financing and 

investing decisions. Two complementary aspects of the “efficient bankruptcy” have been 

thoroughly investigated. On the one hand, ex-post efficiency of bankruptcy law focuses 

on the maximization of value of distressed company by considering all the stakeholders: 

default is considered as given. On the other hand, ex-ante efficiency analyses the effects 

of bankruptcy code on the incentives of all involved parties. 
 
The literature on ex-post efficiency of bankruptcy codes discusses the tradeoff between 

rival ways of resolving financial distress: following the Coase theorem, Haugen and 

Senbet [1978] and [1988] prove the superiority of the market solution over the legal one, 

through a mechanism of internalization of bankruptcy costs. On the contrary, but 

following the same ex-post perspective, other authors investigate the advantages of 

implementing particular procedures to distressed firms (away from simple renegotiation): 

auctions and options (Bebchuk [1988] and [2000]), or procedures allowing deviations 

from the absolute priority rule (Jackson [1986], Baird and Picker [1991], Blazy and 

Chopard [2004]). Nevertheless, the major drawback that can be addressed to the ex-post 

view is that it ignores the impact of such procedures – whatever their design – on the 

strategies taking place before default. 
 
Turning to the literature on ex-ante efficiency of bankruptcy provides interesting views 

on how the legal environment influences the behavior of managers and creditors in the 

presence of information asymmetries (Aghion and Bolton [1992]; Berkovitch and al. 

[1998], Kolecek [2008]). However, it rarely provides an explicit explanation of the 

influence of bankruptcy law on the design of debt contracts. Namely, as former papers 

such as Cornelli and Felli [1997] show the influence of bankruptcy law on creditors’ 

strategy in terms of monitoring firms or granting loans, bankruptcy law may also 
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influence the design of debt contracts through the recovery process (Gorton and Kahn 

[2000], Jappelli, Pagano, and Bianco [2005]). Our paper aims at filling the gap between 

ex-post and ex-ante approaches to bankruptcy, by addressing two issues: first, the process 

of internalization of bankruptcy costs through private renegotiation under asymmetric 

information (ex-post “legal efficiency”); second, the financing and investment decisions 

which are made previously to possible financial distress (ex-ante “economic efficiency”). 

 

When focusing on the fundamentals of bankruptcy codes, literature isolates three major 

functions of the “Court solution”. First, bankruptcy codes help in coordinating interests 

between diverse claimants: without any coordination between creditors, distressed firms 

are likely to be dismantled through an anarchic creditors’ run, which eventually reduces 

the value of the firm. This common pool problem has been addressed by Bulow and 

Shoven [1978], Gertner and Scharfstein [1990], Asquith, Gertner and Scharfstein [1994], 

and more recently by Longhofer and Peters [2004]. Through specific legal mechanisms 

(stay of claims, specific voting procedure, and/or Court enforcement, etc.), the design of 

bankruptcy codes helps in solving the lack of coordination between the creditors. Second, 

bankruptcy codes produce information, through the implementation of audit procedures, 

monitored – directly or not – by the Court. This characteristic is linked with the literature 

dealing with the economic justification of standard debt contracts (Townsend [1979], 

Gale and Hellwig [1985]): the efficiency of such contracts comes from the fact that debt 

contracts limit the occurrence of states of the nature under which the creditors have to 

check the actual value of the debtor’s assets. Here, the costly state verification process 

takes place only when the debtor cannot repay its debt anymore, which is the most 

common triggering criterion of formal bankruptcy. Third, bankruptcy codes are superior 

to the out-of-court solution, in the sense they help in the determination of the value of 

assets and of claims. By forcing or deviating from the absolute priority order (White 

[1989], Hart [2000]), by helping in the verification of claims, and/or in the distinction 

between anterior, posterior, junior, and senior claims, or by transferring the management 

from the previous directors to the creditors (Harris and Raviv [1991]), bankruptcy codes 

settle specific rules which, eventually, reduce uncertainty. In a sense, this third function 

of bankruptcy can be viewed as a mix of the two previous functions (coordination and 

information). 
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In our paper, we focus on a fourth function of bankruptcy, which is the sanction of faulty 

management. Indeed, this feature is the angular stone of the modern approach to 

bankruptcy: until the middle of the twentieth century, in major countries, bankruptcy 

codes did not distinguish the firm’s fate from the manager’s one. Financial distress had to 

be punished every time, as a sanction resulting from the non-respect of previous financial 

commitments. On the contrary, in the major part of modern economies today, it is widely 

admitted that default may be due to bad luck and/or unfavorable environment. From that 

perspective, legal sanctions should apply to faulty managers only, whose bad or tricky 

choices increase, eventually, the financial consequences of default. We consider this issue 

as fundamental in our work. Following Bester [1985], one could argue that implementing 

external collateral on the manager’s patrimony reduces incentives to moral hazard. 

Indeed, personal collateralization is a good way of discriminating between good and bad 

risks. Yet, the systematic use of such collaterals, by breaking limited liability, may lead to 

under-investment. We rather focus on the role of legal sanctions, which have the 

advantage on external collateral to be enforceable each time moral hazard is discovered. 

Of course, this implies a costly state verification process, which is one of the fundamental 

functions of bankruptcy. 
 

In this paper, we model a three stages lending relationship between a monopolistic bank 

and a small firm, directed by a shareholder-manager. The bank proposes a contractual 

interest rate to the firm, which directly affects its probability of default. The firm’s 

manager-shareholder has initial incentives to perform asset substitution at the time of 

investment: once funds are leveraged, he/she can undertake a much riskier and slightly 

less profitable investment project, contrary to the one announced to the bank (this 

remains the manager’s private information). In case of default, a bankruptcy procedure 

may be triggered off: a costly state verification process takes place and legal sanctions 

may apply against the manager, if it appears he/she previously performed moral hazard. 

Costly bankruptcy can be avoided yet, if the firm achieves a private agreement with the 

bank. 
 

The structure of the paper is the following. Section 2 presents the general structure of the 

model. Section 3 computes the equilibria and derives the related propositions. Finally, 

some simulations and results are discussed in section 4. Section 5 concludes. 
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II. THE MODEL: GENERAL STRUCTURE AND HYPOTHESES 

We describe in this section the general structure of the model and the basic hypotheses. 

The model analyses a single lending relationship between a small firm managed by a 

shareholder-manager (named “the Firm”, in the rest of the paper) and a monopolistic 

bank (named “the Bank”) who decides the level of the contractual interest rate. As 

described below, the Firm may perform asset substitution at the time of investment, after 

having been financed by the Bank. Such a moral hazard behavior is sanctioned by the 

Law in case of default leading to formal bankruptcy. Such a costly way of resolving 

financial distress can be avoided yet, if both parties achieve an informal agreement and 

turn to private renegotiation. 
 

In the rest of the paper, we adopt a specific distinction between “economic efficiency” 

and “legal efficiency” (see definitions D1 and D2). 
 

Definition D1.   Economic efficiency. A firm’s strategy is said to be economically 

efficient if and only if it leads to the project which has the maximum expected value 

compared to any other rival project.   ■ 

Definition D2.   Legal efficiency. A way of resolving default is said to be legally efficient 

as soon as the chosen solution maximizes the value of the firm or, equivalently here, 

avoids costs related to the resolution of financial distress (as mentioned by Haugen and 

Senbet [1978 and 1988], bankruptcy costs reduce the overall value of the firm’s project, 

even if they help in revealing public information).   ■ 
 

The model relies on five sets of hypotheses: these cover [H1] the lending relationship 

under risk neutrality; [H2] the firms’ initial incentive to asset substitution; [H3] the 

renegotiation process taking place after default; [H4] players’ rationality, strategies, and 

equilibria; [H5] the Bayesian revision process under mixed strategies; [H6] the 

reservation amounts. 
 

Hypotheses H1.   The lending relationship under risk neutrality 

All agents are risk neutral. At time (t), a monopolistic creditor4 (the Bank) trades with a 

debtor (the Firm) for a loan amount $1, aimed at financing an investment project. The 
                                                           
4 This assumption is in accordance with the observed imperfect competition on banking markets (De Bandt 
and Davis, [2000]). Moreover, it fits well intermediated economies composed of numerous SMEs heavily 
financed by a main bank, such as in Europe (France, Belgium, Italy, Spain, or Germany). 
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project is fully leveraged and the Bank is the sole claimant. The manager – who has a 

personal specific wealth (w) for an amount of $1 (his/her house) – owns 100% of the 

Firm, so that we can indifferently talk of “manager” or “shareholder”. The project’s 

earnings equal $(1+x) at time (t+2) (x takes non-strictly positive values and is the 

realization of a continuous random variable X). At time (t), the Bank defines a unique 

debt contract, characterized by the interest rate (i). Repayment is scheduled for time 

(t+2), so the firm has to repay $(1+i). Under H1, the worst case for the bank occurs when 

x equals zero, so that all interests (i) are completely lost and the bank recovers the capital 

part only: the risk of loss affects interests only5. 

End of hypotheses (H1)   ■ 
 

Hypotheses H2.   The Firm’s initial incentive to asset substitution 

As Gorton and Kahn [2000], we consider moral hazard stems from a risk of asset 

substitution by the Firm6. At time (t), when the debt contract is effectively signed, the 

Firm declares to the bank the $1 amount is to be invested into a project (j) starting at date 

(t+1). In real, at this time, the shareholder-manager may swap projects, turning to another 

(j’). The action of swapping projects remains the Firm’s private information. Yet, the 

uninformed Bank knows moral hazard is likely to happen. This standard asset 

substitution issue happens as soon as the alternative project leads to a strictly7 higher 

level of expected profits. Compared to (j), project (j’) is riskier and less profitable, or 

equivalently, less economically efficient. We denote (X|J) the random earnings 

conditioned by any generic project (J, ∀J∈(j,j’)). Both variables (X|j) and (X|j’) follow 

the same probability density function, but with differences in the two first moments: 
 

( ) ( )'jXEjXE >       (1a) 

'jj σ<σ            (1b) 
 

Where E(X|J) and σJ (∀J∈(j,j’)) are respectively the expectation and the standard 

deviation operators. 
                                                           
5 This assumption is made for simplicity reason. Another presentation – where default affects not only 
interests but also the principal share of the debt – is possible: this would not affect the main propositions, 
but lead to a more complex modeling without improving the results. 
6 In their paper, Gorton and Kahn [2000] add a second source of moral hazard on the bank’s side. 
7  In case both projects lead to identical levels of expected profit, we suppose the firm respects its 
commitments, and chooses project (j). This assumption is not only made for simplification purpose: when 
two projects have the same expected value, it is natural to turn to the project with the minimum standard 
deviation, which is the case for project (j), less risky than project (j’). 
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Inequality (1a) shows project (j’) is sub-optimal compared to project (j’), leading to lower 

expected earnings. This gives the Legislator a rationale to punish moral hazard, due to its 

negative effect on global welfare. Inequality (1b) is necessary so that the manager has 

initial incentives to perform asset substitution. More precisely, the debtor’s risk 

inclination stems from the limited liability which is contained in any standard debt 

contract: from the 3rd theorem of Stiglitz and Weiss [1981], we know that any increase of 

risk – preserving the level of profitability – leads to a rise (respectively reduction) of the 

debtor’s (resp. creditor’s) expected profit. In addition here, we assume that asset 

substitution involves a slight reduction of profitability: thus, we need a technical 

condition on E(X|j’) so that the firm has initial incentives to turn to a riskier but less 

profitable project (in other words, moral hazard should be possible in such a context only 

if the earnings expectation attached to project (j’) is not too small). Inequality (2) reflects 

such a condition on E(X|j’): there is initial incentive to asset substitution from project (j) 

to project (j’) if and only if the following condition8 prevails: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )iFiFijXEjXEjXE jXjXi
i
0 −⋅−+> ∞

'''    (2) 
 

Where: ( )JXEb
a  is the truncated expectation operator on the interval [a,b], for any 

continuous random variable conditional to project J ((X|J), ∀J∈(j,j’)) (i.e. the integral of 

expectation, restricted to interval [a,b]). ( ).JXF  is the distribution function for (X|J). 
 

Proof [Inequality (2)]   See Appendix A1.   ■ 
 
Inequality (2) provides the initial condition which should hold so that the implementation 

of legal sanctions is justified in order to reduce the incentives to asset substitution. Yet, 

once legal sanctions are implemented, the rules of the game change actually, and 

condition (2) is not needed anymore: the players compute their new programs based on 

these new rules (see the game structure described in Figure 1). 

End of hypotheses (H2)   ■ 

                                                           
8 Notice this inequality involves the level of (i): in other terms, the bank can contractually define an interest 
rate giving (or not) incentives to behave honestly. Which is of high interest here, is the situation where – 
without any legal context – inequality (2) applies (i.e. the standard debt contract leads to asset substitution): 
so the question becomes, does the introduction of legal sanctions reduces (or not) this risk? This shall be 
illustrated by section IV. 
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Hypotheses H3.   The renegotiation process after default: bankruptcy and legal sanctions 
 

Default is fully observable9 and depends on the level of interest rate10: when it occurs 

( ix < ), and whatever its initial choice ((j) or (j’)), the Firm may intend to avoid 

bankruptcy, offering a renegotiation amount (R) to the bank11. Of course, tricky firms 

(those having chosen project (j’)) have incentives to offer a higher amount to the Bank so 

that they avoid legal sanctions prevailing under formal bankruptcy. We consider a “one 

shot” renegotiation process, so that the Bank accepts or decline the firm’s offer12. In case 

(R) is accepted, the story ends, and the Firm’s debt is forgiven. Otherwise, a bankruptcy 

procedure is triggered off: bankruptcy costs (c) are paid out of the Firm’s assets ($1+x)13, 

so that the Court can audit the Firm and discover any previous asset substitution. Such a 

production of information is one of the basic functions of bankruptcy: as mentioned by 

Webb [1987], bankruptcy costs are basically revelation costs. They are paid first and 

foremost in comparison to other payments. The amount (c) is expressed in percent of the 

size of loan ($1), as a proxy of the firm’s size. In case the wrong project (j’) was 

undertaken at time (t+1), the manager-shareholder’s wealth (w, normalized to 1) is 

subject to legal sanctions (s). The Law settles their amount as a percentage of the 

manager’s personal wealth (w = $1, s∈[c,1]). In addition, (s) is higher than (c), so that it is 

worthwhile to trigger a costly bankruptcy. It has to be stressed these are financial 

sanctions only (no jail or interdiction to manage other firms, here): the manager-

shareholder is sanctioned by breaking in some extent limited liability. 

End of hypotheses (H3)   ■ 
                                                           
9 Some authors consider companies may hide financial distress (see the recent paper of Kolecek [2008]). 
While interesting, we consider this view as rather unrealistic, as [a] accountancy is subject to regular 
compulsory verification procedures, and [b] banks have a direct and permanent access to their customer’s 
cash account: this is especially true for SMEs financed by one main bank. 
10 Some papers assume the probability of default remains constant whatever the level of interest rate. While 
interesting, we prefer to follow the Stiglitz and Weiss [1981]’s approach, so that the probability of default 
increases with the cost of capital. 
11 We restrict ourselves to a decrease of the claim value under renegotiation. Indeed, increases in the value 
of the creditor’s claims are much more observed for big failures, more specifically in the United-States 
(Chapter 11): see for instance, James [1995], Asquith, Gertner and Scharfstein [1994]. Most of the 
European studies on recovery rates (Davydenko and Franks [2007], Armour, Hsu, and Walters [2006]) 
estimate the bank’s recovery rates (inside or outside bankruptcy) to be far less than one, so that banks rather 
decrease the value of their claims when their debtors default. 
12 The transaction costs of renegotiation are normalized to zero (see Gilson [1997] for a study of the out-of-
court transaction costs). There is no room for counter-proposals from the Bank. This hypothesis leads to 
simple properties which have the advantage to reflect the short delays characterizing the bargaining period 
through most of the European countries. For instance, under the French code, the bankruptcy procedure 
must be triggered within 15 days after default. 
13 Remember there is not initial contribution from shareholders. 
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Hypotheses H4. Players’ rationality, strategies, and equilibria 
 

The rules of the game are common knowledge and all agents behave in an absolute 

rational manner. When choosing between rival projects, the Firm may adopt either pure 

strategies or mixed strategies (in case of indifference between actions) 14 . Thus, we 

identify three15 equilibria: 

[a] Equilibrium E1: the firm purely plays the contractual project (j) (time t+1). An 

informal agreement is reached under default (time t+2). 

[b] Equilibrium E2: the firm purely plays the rival project (j’) (time t+1). An informal 

agreement16 is reached under default (time t+2). 

[c] Equilibrium E3: the firm mixes strategies and plays (j) with probability (p). The 

equilibrium is semi-separating and, depending on the bank’s beliefs at (t+2)17, either a 

private agreements prevails (pooling bargain), or Honest Firms trigger bankruptcy and 

Tricky Firms privately renegotiate at the highest cost (separating bargain). 

End of hypotheses (H4)   ■ 
 
Hypotheses H5. The Bayesian revision process under mixed strategies 
 

Under mixed strategies (see H4), the bank has priors on the firm’s choice: (p) is the 

a priori probability of undertaking project (j). Such prior is public information. 

Afterwards, the Firm successively conveys two signals to the bank: [a] the realized 

earnings, ( )xjpp → ; [b] the renegotiation amount (R) proposed to the Bank under 

default, ( ) ( )Rxjpxjp ,→ . In other words, the observed earnings and the firm’s 

willingness to renegotiate can be used as signals by the bank to update its beliefs on the 

project choice (using the Bayes’ rule). After (x) is realized and before (R) is disclosed, 

the Bank computes the revised probability, given by equation (3). 
 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )p1jxfpjxf

pjxf
xjp

−⋅+⋅
⋅

=
'

    (3) 

End of hypotheses (H5)   ■ 
                                                           
14 We focus on mixed strategies taking place at time (t+1) for this reason: at time (t), the Bank may define 
an interest rate inciting the firm to play mixed strategies at (t+1), providing then a higher expected profit for 
the bank. This specificity of the model cannot appear if we do not study the occurrence of mixed strategies 
at time (t+1). This is the reason why both pure and mixed equilibria are described here. 
15 In this paper, we do not study “double-mixed” strategies, where [a] the firm chooses (j) with probability 
(p) and (j’) with probability (1-p), and [b] the bank accepts the renegotiation amount (R) with probability 
q(x) (private agreement) and rejects it with probability 1-q(x) (formal bankruptcy). 
16 Similarly to equilibrium E1. 
17 These revised beliefs depend on the realized value (x), which is inferior to (i) under default. 
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Hypotheses H6. The reservation profits 

All agents have access to alternative contracts guaranteeing reservation profits. On one 

side, we assume the shareholder-managers’ reservation profit is null: i.e. if the debt 

contract offered by the Bank is not signed, the manager closes the Firm and turns to 

another activity, supposed to be non-profitable for simplification purpose. On the other 

side, in case the debt contract is not signed with the Firm, the Bank allocates the $1 

amount to a risk-free activity (we assume the risk-free rate equals zero). 

End of hypotheses (H6)   ■ 
 

Figure 1 displays the general structure of the model. The decisions of agents are 

successively made through a three time sequence model. At time (t), the bank defines the 

contractual level of interest rate (i). At time (t+1), the firm chooses the project to 

undertake ((j) or (j’)). The project leads to random earnings (x) at time (t+2): all parties 

observe the success or the failure of the project. In case of success ( ix ≥ ), all payments 

are made and the game ends: the Firm’s earnings $(1+x) are the basis of a full payment to 

the bank $(1+i), so we have: 
 

Gain of the Firm (success): ix −     (4a) 

Gain of the Bank (success): i1+     (4b) 
 

Contrary to the success event, default ( ix < ) is complicated by the possible endeavor of 

the firm to renegotiate its debt contract: the Firm may try to avoid bankruptcy by 

proposing a renegotiation amount (R) to the Bank. An agreement is reached when each 

party earns as much as 18  or more under private renegotiation than under formal 

bankruptcy. This tradeoff stems from a comparison between the expected gains under 

each rival solution19: this leads to definition D3. 
 

Definition D3. Acceptance thresholds 

“Acceptance thresholds” (denoted AT) are the minimum levels of (R) each party wants 

(respectively accepts) to receive (respectively grant) outside bankruptcy. We respectively 

denote as “BankAT(x)”, “jAT(x)”, and “j’AT(x)” the Bank’s, the Honest Firm’s, and the 

Tricky Firm’s thresholds.   End of Definition (D3)   ■ 
                                                           
18 We suppose that all parties privately renegotiates when their gains under formal bankruptcy or under 
private renegotiation happen to be equal. 
19 Thus, the legal environment concerning legal sanctions (s) exerts an impact on the resolution of default. 
Consequently, decisions made at times (t) and (t+1) will be changed. 
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Figure 1.   The General Structure of the Model 
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Accepts R Refuses R 

Interest rate: i

p 

Success : x≥i 
with probability: 

( )iF1 jX '−  

Gains are: 
- Bank: cx1 −+  
- Firm: 0 
Comments: 
(c) are bankruptcy 
costs (legal audit: 
the project (j) is 
discovered and no 
sanction applies. 

Gains are: 
 
- Bank: R 
- Firm: Rx1 −+  
Comments: 
No legal audit and 
no disclosure of 
information about 
the project choice. 

Gains are: 
- Bank: scx1 +−+  
- Firm: s−  
Comments: 
(c) are bankruptcy 
costs (legal audit: 
project (j’) is disco-
vered, which leads 
to sanctions (s). 

The Bank: 
 Lends $1 to the firm 
 Ignores the firm’s project (j or j’)
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t 
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M

E 
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III. THE RESOLUTION OF THE MODEL 

A first set of propositions is obtained through the identification of equilibria: the current 

section discusses these propositions (section IV shall illustrate which equilibrium can 

prevail once the Bank settled an incentive debt contract at the beginning of the game 

(time t)). Section 3.1 focuses on equilibrium E1, under which the firm plays (j) and a 

private agreement prevails in case of default. Section 3.2 focuses on equilibrium E2, 

under which the firm plays (j’) and a private agreement prevails. Section 3.3 focuses on 

equilibrium E3, under which the firm plays (j) with probability (p) and the resulting 

bargaining process is either pooling (private agreement) or separating (projects (j) and (j’) 

respectively lead to formal bankruptcy and private agreement). 

3.1. Equilibrium E1: the Firm purely chooses project (j) 

Under equilibrium E1, all firms respect their contractual commitments and choose project 

(j): all are “honest” players. 

A. The renegotiation process (equilibrium E1) 

In case of default, Honest Firms prefer to privately renegotiate if their earnings $(1+x) 

net of the amount granted to the Bank (R) are equal or greater than the net amount the 

manager-shareholder recovers under formal bankruptcy: i.e. simply $0 here. The 

acceptance threshold for Honest Firms, (named “jAT(x)”) is given by relation (5): Honest 

Firms prefer private renegotiation to bankruptcy if and only if: 
 

jAT(x)
   x1   R0Rx1 +≤⇔≥−+     (5) 

 

At equilibrium E1, the Bank prefers to privately renegotiate if the proposed amount (R) 

equals or exceeds the expected gains if bankruptcy is triggered: under bankruptcy, the 

recovered amount equals earnings $(1+x) net of bankruptcy costs ( 1c $× ) (notice that , as 
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all firms choose project (j) at equilibrium E1, there is no room for any legal sanction). 

Thus, the Bank prefers private renegotiation if and only if condition (6) prevails20: 
 

BankAT(x)

cx1R −+≥      (6) 

 

As the Bank’s threshold (“BankAT(x)”) is inferior to the Firm’s one (“jAT(x)”), an 

agreement is always reachable, whilst all Firms propose the minimum amount needed to 

ensure private renegotiation: bankruptcy costs are fully internalized, as predicted by 

Haugen and Senbet [1978] and [1988], so that: 
 

cx1R −+=*      (7) 
 

This amount affects the expected gains under default at equilibrium E1: using the 

truncated expectation operator, the expected profits are given by equations (8a) and (8b). 

We respectively denote )ji(E ,Π  and )ji(E B ,Π  the Firm’s and the Bank’s expected 

profits, when the contractual interest rate equals (i) and project (j) is chosen. 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ijXEiFic

dxjxfixdxjxfcjiE

ijX

i

i

0

−+⋅+=

−+⋅=Π

∞

∞

∫∫,
    (8a) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )jXEiFici1

dxjxfi1dxjxfcx1jiE

i
0jX

i

i

0

B

+⋅+−+=

++−+=Π ∫∫
∞

,
  (8b) 

 

When profitable ( ix ≥ ), the Firm recovers earnings (1+x) net of interest charges (1+i). 

When financially distressed, at equilibrium E1, the bargaining process leads to a private 

agreement: following equation (7), bankruptcy costs are fully internalized and the firm 

recovers (c), whereas the bank receives *R . To be stable, equilibrium E1 must respect 

condition (9) (⇔ (9a) or (9b)): if the expected gains of project (j) are higher than the ones 

associated to project (j’), no firm has any incentive to deviate, switching from (j) to (j’)21. 
                                                           
20 In case legal sanctions (s) are very high, this can lead to an expected recovery rate superior to 100% for 
the bank. This in not an issue, considering sanctions as dissuading tools only: their purpose is to give the 
right incentives to the firms – even if this is paid in disproportionate proportions by faulty managers. 
21 Following the Nash approach, this deviation takes place while the Bank’s beliefs and strategy are given. 
Suppose the firm deviates from (j) to (j’), the Bank still believes that project (j) was chosen. Thus, if 
financial distress happens, the Tricky firm can renegotiate the repayment at the same advantageous 
conditions than for Honest firms. 
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( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )iFicjXEiFicjXE

dxjxfixdxjxfcdxjxfixdxjxfc

jiEjiE

jXijXi

i

i

0i

i

0

''

''

',,

⋅++>⋅++⇔

⋅−+⋅>⋅−+⋅⇔

Π>Π

∞∞

∞∞

∫∫∫∫  (9) 

 

■   If ( ) ( )iFiF jXjX >' : 
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) i
iFiF
jXEjXE

c
jXjX

ii −
−

−
<

∞∞

'

'
   (9a) 

■   If ( ) ( )iFiF jXjX <' : 
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) i
iFiF
jXEjXE

c
jXjX

ii −
−

−
>

∞∞

'

'
   (9b) 

 

Inequalities (9a) and (9b) lead to propositions 1.1 and 1.2. 
 
Proposition 1.1.   Under H1 to H4, the economically efficient equilibrium E1 is stable, 

provided conditions on bankruptcy costs (9a) and (9b) prevail: 
 

[1]   When the contractual interest rate is « low » (i.e. FX|j’(i) > FX|j(i) under H2), the 

legal environment should not be too costly: i.e. bankuptcy costs should be less than 

the threshold22 given by relation (9a). This proposition is due to the fact that, under 

E1, bankruptcy costs are fully internalized by the Firm (i.e. they are additional gains, 

thanks to the renegotiation process). Given that – when (i) is low – the probability of 

default with project (j’), FX|j’(i), is higher than with project (j), FX|j(i), bankruptcy 

costs should not be too high so that swapping assets is not attractive enough. 
 

[2]   For symmetrical reasons, when the contractual interest rate is « high » (i.e. 

FX|j’(i) < FX|j(i) under H2), equilibrium E1 applies, provided the bankruptcy process is 

relatively costly: i.e. bankuptcy costs should exceed the threshold given by relation 

(9b). Indeed, as the probability of default under project (j) is higher than with project 

(j’) when (i) is high, bankruptcy costs have to be sufficiently important, so that the 

Firms accepts a higher probability of default, staying with project (j). 
 
End of proposition 1.1   ■ 

                                                           
22 Notice this threshold is always positive, whatever the level of interest rate. 
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Proposition 1.2.   Under H1 to H4, the stability of equilibrium E1 does not depend on the 

level of legal sanctions: this directly stems from conditions (9a) and (9b). 

Proposition 1.2. Corollary.   Contrary to the bankruptcy costs, which can be considered 

as exogenous (depending on the organization of institutions) –, legal sanctions cannot be 

used by the legislator to implement equilibrium E1. Thus, only banks can decide if 

equilibrium E1 shall prevail.   End of proposition and corollary 1.2.   ■ 
 

Proposition 1.3.   Under H1 to H4, when equilibrium E1 applies (no firm undertakes 

tricky projects), all defaults lead to private agreements, so that the bankruptcy procedure 

is never triggered off: thus, equilibrium E1 is not only economically efficient, but it 

ensures legal efficiency too. This result is close to the Haugen and Senbet’s [1978] and 

[1988] prediction.   End of proposition 1.3.   ■ 

B. The debt contract’s design (equilibrium E1) 

All firms stay with project (j) under equilibrium E1. At time (t), the bank designs a debt 

contract compatible with this equilibrium: condition (9) (⇔ (9a) or (9b)) is the 

corresponding incitation constraint. Besides, under H6, two participation constraints are 

added to the Bank’s program: the contractual interest rate must lead to expected profits 

equal or greater than the respective reservation profits. We denote as *
1i , the optimal 

interest rate related to equilibrium E1, coming from the resolution of the Bank’s program 

(10) (where the expected profits are given by (8a) and (8b)) : 
 

( )
( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )iFicjXEiFicjXE  :(E1)  toIncitation        

1jiE  :ion participat sBank'        

0jiE  :ionparticipat sFirms'  cu

jiEi

jXijXi

B

B

i
1

'

*

'

,

,..

,maxarg

⋅++>⋅++

≥Π

≥Π

Π=

∞∞

   (10) 

 

The optimal interest rate ( *
1i ) is compatible with both economic and legal efficiencies 

(see proposition 1.3). Yet, the prevalence of E1, through the contractual implementation 

of ( *
1i ) is not guaranteed at all: other equilibria may prevail, so that different kinds of 

inefficiency appear. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 focus on such sub-optimal equilibria23. 

                                                           
23 Section IV provides several simulations where – depending on the level of legal sanctions (s) – the Bank 
prefers sub-optimal equilibria to E1. 
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3.2. Equilibrium E2: the Firm purely chooses project (j’) 

Under equilibrium E2, all firms perform asset substitution: “Tricky Firms” compute a 

similar tradeoff as for equilibrium E1, but now their manager-shareholder has to pay $(s) 

under bankruptcy. 

A. The renegotiation process (equilibrium E2) 

The acceptance threshold for these firms (named “j’AT(x)”) is given by relation (11a). 

Under E2, the bank knows it recovers legal sanctions if bankruptcy is triggered off. Thus, 

its acceptance threshold (“BankAT(x)”) is superior to the one that prevailed under E1 

(see relation (11b)). 
 

AT(x)j'

   sx1   RsRx1 ++≤⇔−≥−+  [ ]1cs ,∈∀   (11a) 

BankAT(x)

   scx1   R +−+≥    [ ]1cs ,∈∀   (11b) 

 
As the Firm’s threshold is less than the Bank’s one, a private agreement is always 

reachable under equilibrium E2 (as for E1): all Firms propose the minimum acceptable 

amount (that is: 1+x–c+s), and bankruptcy costs are fully internalized: as predicted by 

Haugen and Senbet [1978] and [1988], the renegotiation process ensures legal efficiency. 

The Firm’s and the Bank’s expected profits are respectively given by equations (12a) and 

(12b): when profitable ( ix ≥ ), the Firm and the Bank recover identical earnings to E1. 

When financially distressed, the bargaining process leads to a private agreement: the 

Firm’s gains are negative (c–s), and the bank receives *R  (=1+x–c+s). 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ijXEiFisc

dxjxfixdxjxfscjiE

ijX

i

i

0

−+⋅+−=

−+⋅−=Π

∞

∞

∫∫

'

''',

'

   (12a) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )'

''',

' jXEiFisci1

dxjxfi1dxjxfscx1jiE

i
0jX

i

i

0

B

+⋅+−−+=

+++−+=Π ∫∫
∞

  (12b) 
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Condition (13) must prevail so that E2 is a stable equilibrium: The firm keeps choosing 

(j’), provided the expected gains are higher with this project (left-hand side of (13)) than 

with the rival one (right-hand side of (13)). Notice the right-hand side of condition (13) 

shows null gains under default: indeed, if the firm deviates from (j’) to (j) (with no 

change of the Bank’s beliefs24), the Firm directly triggers bankruptcy, without any prior 

proposal, as the private agreement is too expensive ( 0sc ≤− ). Condition (13) follows: 
 

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )
( )
( ) ⎟⎟

⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
−⋅+

−
+=<⇔

⋅−>⋅−+⋅−⇔

Π>Π

∞∞

∞∞

∫∫∫

iF

iF
1i

iF

jXEjXE
cif   with   ifs

dxjxfixdxjxfixdxjxfsc

jiEjiE

jX

jX

jX

ii
11

ii

i

0

''

'

''

,',

 (13) 

 
Inequality (13) leads to propositions 2.1 and 2.2. 
 
Proposition 2.1.   Under H1 to H4, equilibrium E2 is stable, provided condition (13) 

prevails. As function f1(i) is lower (respectively higher) than (c) for extreme (resp. 

central) values of (i), we have: 
 

[1]   When the level of the contractual interest rate is extreme (either very low or very 

high), condition (13) is impossible (as f1(i) is lower than (c), and legal sanctions 

cannot be less than bankruptcy costs, under H3): thus, the inefficient equilibrium E2 

never applies, whatever the level of legal sanctions, provided they exceed at least the 

bankruptcy costs 25 . This proposition can be explained as follows: when (i) is 

extremely low, the probability of default is near zero, so that substituting projects is 

not attractive enough as is reduces the expected gains, as ( ) ( )jXEjXE <' . For 

extremely high values of (i), the event of default is nearly certain, and the firm 

expects it has good chances to pay (c–s) through renegotiation: again, but for different 

reasons, E2 does not prevail. 

                                                           
24 Under equilibrium E2, the bank believes that all firms perform moral hazard. 
25 In Germany, the bankruptcy procedure cannot be triggered off, if it appears that the debtor’s expected 
gains will not cover the bankruptcy costs. 
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[2]   When the contractual interest rate takes central values, condition (13) may 

apply, depending on the level of legal sanctions (s): an increase of these may prevent 

the inefficient E2 equilibrium to apply. Indeed, for moderate values of (i), the firm’s 

rewards stemming from the riskier projects may overcompensate the risk of paying 

(c–s) through renegotiation. To avoid this, the legislator should increase legal 

sanctions. Yet, as (s) cannot exceed one, E2 may prevail anyway. 
 

Proof [Proposition 2.1.]   See Appendix A2.   ■ 
 
Proposition 2.1. Corollary.   The enforcement power of the legislator is indirect only. 

Anytime (s)he increases the level of (s) in order to avoid the prevalence of the inefficient 

equilibrium E2, his/her action must take into account the Bank’s strategy, through the 

level of (i). In other terms, the legal enforcement is not independent from the financial 

environment.   End of proposition and corollary 2.1.   ■ 
 
Proposition 2.2.   Under H1 to H4, when equilibrium E2 applies (all firms substitute 

projects), only private agreements prevail after default. Distressed firms internalize 

bankruptcy costs through renegotiation, but paying the highest price (c–s). Thus, 

equilibrium E2, even if economically inefficient, still ensures legal efficiency, as 

bankruptcy costs are internalized. As for proposition 1.3, this result is close to the 

Haugen and Senbet’s [1978] and [1988] prediction.   End of proposition 2.2   ■ 

B. The debt contract’s design (equilibrium E2) 

At time (t), the Bank settles a debt contract compatible with equilibrium E2, under which 

all firms substitute projects: condition (13) gives the incitation constraint associated to 

this equilibrium. As usual, two participation constraints are added to the Bank’s program: 

one for the Firm, and one for the Bank itself. The optimal interest rate related to 

equilibrium E2, *
2i , comes from the resolution of the Bank’s program (14) (where the 

expected profits are given by (12a) and (12b)). 
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( )
( )
( )
( ) ( ) (13)equation by given  is  if    where;ifs  :(E2)  toIncitation        

1jiE  :ion participat sBank'        

0jiE  :ionparticipat sFirms'  cu

jiEi

11

B

B

i
2

<

≥Π

≥Π

Π=
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',..

',maxarg*

    (14) 

 

Under E2, the optimal interest rate ( *
2i ) ensures legal efficiency only: all firms substitute 

assets, which decreases the global wealth (see proposition 2.2). 
 

Until now, we have studied pure strategy equilibria. Yet, in case of indifference between 

projects (j) and (j’), the firm may adopt mixed strategies: this situation is discussed in 

section 3.3. 

3.3. Equilibrium E3: mixed strategy on the Firm’s investment choice 

When both projects reward identical expected amounts, the firm may adopt mixed 

strategies, at time (t+1), that is respectively choose project (j) or (j’) with probability (p) 

and (1-p). This probability is the basis of the Bayesian revision process described in H5. 

At time (t+1), the observed earnings and the distressed firm’s willingness to renegotiate 

are signals to the Bank: once (x) is realized and before (R) is disclosed, the Bank updates 

its beliefs on (p): ( )xjpp →  (see equation (3)). Then, once (R) is proposed to the Bank, 

this probability is revised for a second time: ( ) ( )Rxjpxjp ,→ . 

A. The renegotiation process (equilibrium E3) 

We describe below the conditions under which all parties prefer to privately renegotiate 

just before signal (R) is released: i.e. when beliefs are based on ( )xjp . 
 
As defined in D3, the individual “acceptance thresholds” (named “AT”) are the minimum 

levels of (R) each party wants (respectively accepts) to receive (respectively grant) 

outside bankruptcy. Of course, because amount (R) is a new signal for the Bank, these 

thresholds will change as soon as (R) is proposed. 
 
Let us consider first the firms having undertaken project (j): the Honest Firms’ 

acceptance threshold is identical to the one which prevailed under E1: knowing their 
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choice at time (t+1), Honest Firms prefer private renegotiation to bankruptcy if and only 

if: 

jAT(x)
   x1   R0Rx1 +≤⇔≥−+     (15) 

 

Second, other firms having undertaken project (j’) compute a similar tradeoff: Tricky 

Firms prefer private renegotiation to bankruptcy if and only if: 
 

AT(x)j'
sx1RsRx1 ++≤⇔−≥−+    (16) 

 

The Bank’s tradeoff between the rival ways of resolving default is complicated by the 

fact that the project choice is random under E3. The Bank prefers to privately renegotiate 

if the proposed amount (R) equals or exceeds the expected gains if bankruptcy is 

triggered: in the latter case, the recovered amount equals earnings $(1+x) net of 

bankruptcy costs ( 1c $× ), plus – possibly – legal sanctions ( 1s $× ), in case moral hazard 

prevailed at time (t+1): this happens with probability ( )xjp1− . Namely, just before (R) is 

disclosed, the Bank prefers private renegotiation if and only if condition (17) prevails: 

 
( )( )

BankAT(x)

sxjp1cx1R ⋅−+−+≥     (17) 

 

The Bank’s acceptance threshold defined in equation (17) (named “BankAT(x)”) depends 

on the probability of choosing project (j), ( )xjp . This probability represents the beliefs of 

the Bank after earnings (x) are disclosed and just before receiving signal (R). Depending 

on the level of ( )xjp , the Bank is said to be either “suspicious” or “confident” (see 

definition (D4). 

 

Definition D4. Suspicion and confidence (pivot value p̂ ) 

Parameter ( p̂ ) is the pivot value taken by probability ( )xjp , so that the minimum amount 

required by the Bank equals the maximum payable amount by the Honest firm (using 

(15) and (17), we obtain equation (18)): 
 

( )

[ ] cs  when  10
s
c1p

x1sp1cx1

≥∈−=⇔

+=⋅−+−+

;ˆ

ˆ
   (18) 
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The Bank is said to be “suspicious” any time ( )xjp  is lower than ( p̂ ). The bank is 

“confident” otherwise. Under suspicion, the intersection between the Firm (j) and the 

Bank’s acceptance thresholds do not overlap. 
 

End of Definition (D4)   ■ 
 

Before the amount (R) is disclosed, and depending on the Bank’s updated beliefs, two 

different situations may arise from renegotiation (see proposition 3 ⇒ 3.1 and 3.2). 
 

Proposition 3.   Under H1 to H5, the renegotiation process taking place after default 

leads to two exclusive bargains (either pooling or separating); each of them is attached 

to a peculiar way of resolving financial distress (either private renegotiation or formal 

bankruptcy: see below, propositions 3.1. and 3.2. and their proofs). 
 

Proposition 3.1.   If the bank is “suspicious” before signal (R) is disclosed (here, 

suspicion prevails when ( ) pxjp ˆ< , where threshold sc1p −=ˆ : see equation (18) below), the 

renegotiation process leads to a separating bargain and the initial project choice is 

discovered. Honest Firms go to formal costly bankruptcy, whereas Tricky Firms privately 

renegotiate (at a high price). We consider such a situation as legally inefficient because 

bankruptcy costs are not fully internalized. 
 

Proposition 3.1. Corollary 1.   Contrary to Haugen and Senbet [1978, 1988], costly 

bankruptcy may be preferred by Honest Firms over private negotiation. This is due to 

asymmetric information and happens when the separating bargain prevails, i.e. when the 

Bank is “suspicious” before signal (R) is disclosed. Here, “suspicion” depends on the 

position of the bank’s beliefs ( )xjp  relative to the amount p̂ : this amount varies with the 

legal environment, (c) and (s): thus, some legal environments may lead to a sub-optimal 

solution, so that costly bankruptcy cannot be avoided by Honest Firms. This can be 

interpreted as a legal inefficiency of bankruptcy law. 

 

Proposition 3.2.   If the bank is “confident” before signal (R) is disclosed (here, 

( ) pxjp ˆ≥ ), the renegotiation process leads to a pooling bargain: the initial project is not 

discovered and private renegotiation prevails. We consider such a situation as legally 

efficient because bankruptcy costs are fully internalized. 
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The rationale of proposition 3 is given below. 
 

Proof [Proposition 3].   The renegotiation stems from the comparison of all 

individual thresholds. Figure 2 represents all possible configurations given by 

equations (15) to (17), depending on the initial level of probability ( )xjp , which 

can be viewed as the Bank’s beliefs on the project choice after (x) is disclosed and 

before the firm proposes (R). 
 

Figure 2. Individual Acceptance Thresholds and Bargaining Tradeoffs 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 (interpretation): The bold and black arrow indicates all possible values of (R). Plots 
                  are the Bank’s minimum thresholds when probability p(j|x) respectively takes value 0, p̂  
and 1. The direction of small black arrows indicates that the more (the less) (R) is, the more the bank 
(the firm) prefers to informally renegotiate. 

 

 If the Bank is “confident” ( ( ) pxjp ˆ≥ ): the Bank requires a relatively low minimum 

amount, anticipating that bankruptcy has little chance to involve legal sanctions. All 

firms (honest and tricky ones) prefer to turn to private renegotiation, because debt 

forgiveness allows the manager to internalize bankruptcy costs. Here, the Bank 

minimum requirement is always lower than the amount both types of firms accept 

to pay: threshold values jAT(x) and j’AT(x) totally overlap with BankAT(x). We 

then obtain a pooling bargain, so that the signal (R) is “empty”, meaning it does not 

provide any additional information to the Bank: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )xjpRxjppxjp
0R

=→≥
>

,ˆ     (19) 

 

R

Bank 

Firm 
(project j’) 

Separating bargain: 
( ) pxjp ˆ<

( ) 1xjp = ( ) pxjp ˆ= ( ) 0xjp =

0 

j’ AT(x) 

Bank AT(x) 

cx1 −+ scx1 +−+x1+ sx1 ++

Firm 
(project j) 

j AT(x) 

Pooling bargain: 
( ) pxjp ˆ≥  
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All firms propose the minimum amount required by the Bank with an unchanged 

probability ( )xjp : all firms avoid bankruptcy by offering the amount *R  (equation 

(17) leads to (20)): 
( )( ) sxjp1cx1R ⋅−+−+=*    (20) 

 

 If the Bank is “suspicious” ( ( ) pxjp ˆ< ): the Bank believes there is a good chance 

that project (j’) was previously selected and, is more incline to trigger bankruptcy 

in order to receiver the proceeds from legal sanctions. As a consequence, the Bank 

requires a rather high minimum amount to accept renegotiation. On the other side, 

any Honest Firm prefers bankruptcy, whereas any Tricky Firm prefers private 

renegotiation. Then, any strictly positive offered amount (R) can only come from 

Tricky Firms because only BankAT(x) and j’AT(x) overlap. In that case, signal (R) 

perfectly reveals the project initial choice, which is (j’) only: 
 

( ) ( ) 0Rxjppxjp
0R

=→<
>

,ˆ     (21) 
 

As shown in relation (21), the Bank internalizes this update and replaces ( )Rxjp ,  

by zero. Replacing this value in equation (17) leads to a revised value for the 

bank’s minimum required amount, BankAT(x) (which equals scx1 +−+  from 

now on). Tricky Firms finally propose this amount ( scx1R +−+=* ), which is 

always accepted by the bank. Honest Firms do not propose anything and trigger 

bankruptcy, because renegotiation is too expensive26: 
 

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

+−+= ion)renegotiat (private scx1R proposes  :FirmTricky 

)bankruptcy (formal anything proposenot  does  :FirmHonest 
*  

(22b)
(22a)

 

 

Hence, the renegotiation taking place at time (t+2) leads to two alternative bargains: 

a separating one and a pooling one. Each case relies on the comparison between 

probability ( )xjp  and the pivot value given by relation (19). 
 

End of proof (Proposition 3.)   ■ 

                                                           
26 It is essential to notice here that Tricky Firms are not incited to bluff, by proposing nothing to the bank, 
so that they appear as Honest Firms. Indeed this would imply automatic bankruptcy triggering, and the 
bluff would be directly discovered (remember bankruptcy costs are revealing costs). 
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As shown in proposition 3, the expected gains vary with the Bank’s belief ( )xjp , once 

the value of earnings (x) becomes public information. Now, from hypotheses H2, we 

know the distribution of (x) depends on the initial choice (j) or (j’). In other words, the 

choice made at time (t+1) affects the distribution of (x), whose realized value modifies 

the bank’s beliefs at time (t+2), which – in return – may change the type of bargain 

(either pooling or separating), and consequently the expected gains under default. Given 

this, the computation of all expected gains, for time (t+2), requires to define two sets 

{ iS } and { iS } of all possible values for variable (x) so that conditions ( ) pxjp ˆ≥  and 

( ) pxjp ˆ<  are respectively verified or not (see below: definitions (D5a) and (D5b)). 
 

Definition D5a.   Under default ( ix < ), { iS } is the set of all possible realizations (x) so 

that the Bank is “confident” before receiving any proposal (R), and the resulting bargain 

is pooling. This applies when inequality (14a) is verified: 
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   ■ 

 

Definition D5b.   Under default ( ix < ), { iS } is the set of all possible realizations (x) so 

that the Bank is “suspicious” before receiving any proposal (R), and the resulting bargain 

is separating. This applies when inequality (14b) is verified: 
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Notice that27: [ )i0SS ii ;=∪  

   ■ 
 

Outside default ( ix ≥ ), the Firm and the Bank are rewarded normally. When default 

occurs, their respective gains depend on the bargain prevailing after renegotiation. As 

shown in proposition 3, contingently to the realized earnings (x) ( iS∈  or iS∈ ), the value 
                                                           
27 As inequalities (1a) and (1b) apply, ( )xϕ  is a non-monotonous function so that the { iS } is a contiguous 
set, whereas { iS } is non-contiguous, and covers extreme values of (x), either very low, or very high 
(provided these values are less than (i): remind the firm is supposed to be in default here). 
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of ( *R ) differs: it is given by equation (20), when iSx∈  (the Bank is confident), or by 

equations (22a) and (22b), when iSx∈  (the Bank is suspicious). Equation (24a) to (24c) 

provides the corresponding expected profits at time (t+1), for the Honest Firm, the Tricky 

Firm, and the Bank: these are denoted )(E )x(jpji ,,Π , )(E )x(jpji ,',Π , and 

)(E )x(jpiB ,Π  (where the Bank’s belief )x(jp  is given by equation (3)). 
 

 The Honest Firm’s expected profit: Under default, two cases may arise, depending 

on the value of (x): the Bank is either confident ( iSx∈ ), or suspicious ( iSx∈ ). In 

the Former case, the Firm escapes bankruptcy and pays *R  (given by equation (20)). 

In the latter case, the Firm triggers directly bankruptcy, so that the expected default-

gain is null. This leads to equation (24a). 
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 The Tricky Firm’s expected profit: Under default, if iSx∈ , the equilibrium is 

pooling and the Firms pays *R  (given by equation (20)); if iSx∈ , the equilibrium is 

separating, and the Firm escapes bankruptcy paying the highest price (given by 

(22b)). This leads to equation (24b). 
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 The Bank’s expected profit: At time (t+1), the Bank still does not know which 

project is currently undertaken: its priors are equal to (p): the Bank’s expected profits 

are weighted by these priors. Besides, as the density function of (x) is public 

information, the Bank can compute at time (t+1) its future updated beliefs, ( )xjp , 
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which are contingent to the realization of (x): this affects the expected gains, 

obtained when iSx∈  or when iSx∈ . This leads to equation (24c). 
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Based on these expected profits, condition (25) must prevail so that equilibrium E3 is 

stable: at time (t+1), the firm adopts mixed strategies as its expected profits are equal, 

whatever the undertaken project. The left (respectively right) hand of condition (25) gives 

the expected gains of project (j) (resp. (j’)). Condition (25) can be written as follows: 

 

( )( ) ( )( )xjpjixjpji EE ,',,, Π=Π     (25) 

 

Introducing expressions (3), (24a), and (24b) in (25), we finally have: 
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Proof [equality (26)]   See Appendix A3.   ■ 
 

Equality (26) leads to proposition 4. 
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Proposition 4.   Under H1 to H5, equilibrium E3 is stable provided condition (26) 

prevails. This condition defines a required level of legal sanctions, equal to ( )pif 2 , , so 

that the Firm respectively chooses project (j) or project (j’) with probability (p) and 

(1-p). Looking at (26), the contractual interest rate (i) is linked to the expected Firm’s 

investment policy (p), which depends on the level of legal sanctions (s). In other terms, 

any change in the legal environment affects the cost of credit and the firms’ mixed 

investment policy. 
 

Proposition 4. Corollary.   When strategies are mixed, the legislator is able to drive the 

investment choice. Yet, this enforcement power is constrained and indirect only. 

Designing the Law, the legislator has to take into account the financial adjustments from 

the Banks, captured here by the level of the contractual interest rate. 
 

End of proposition and corollary 4.   ■ 

B. The debt contract’s design (equilibrium E3) 

Similarly to the other equilibria, the Bank settles a debt contract at time (t), so that the 

proposed contract is compatible with equilibrium E3. Condition (26) is the incitation 

constraint associated to E3. Again, two participation constraints apply. We denote as *
3i  

the optimal interest rate associated to this program (27) (where the individual expected 

profits are given by (24a) to (24c)): 
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Under E3, the optimal interest rate ( *
3i ) ensures legal efficiency only if the future realized 

earnings belong to the set Si ( iSx ∈ ), so that all firms privately renegotiate under default. 

Economic efficiency is not guaranteed as the firm randomly chooses between both 

projects. In section IV, we use simulated results for answering two issues: [a] among all 

possible equilibria, which one prevails, depending on the level of legal sanctions? [b] If 

equilibrium E3 applies, how the legislator can increase probability (p)? 
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IV. SIMULATIONS 

From section III, we know the Bank derives from the three equilibria E1, E2, and E3 

three levels of contractual interest rates: *
1i , *

2i , and *
3i . Actually, comparing the 

corresponding expected profits, the Bank finally chooses the optimal interest rate 

(denoted i**) which leads to the highest expected profit (see (28)): 
 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]*
3

**
2

**
1

* iiBiiBiiB
i

EEEi === ΠΠΠ= ;;maxarg
*

**    (28) 

Any equilibrium may arise, as E1, E2 and E3 respectively apply when i** equals *
1i , *

2i , or 
*
3i . We provide28  simulations based on the programs (10), (14), and (27), assuming 

variables (X|j) and (X|j’) follow a Gaussian distribution law29, and bankruptcy costs equal 

5%. The mean is set to 0.50 and 0.49 for projects (j) and (j’)30. For each level of the legal 

sanctions (s), Graphs 1 to 6 respectively show: [1] the evolution of the optimal interest 

rate i**; [2] the corresponding probability of default FX|J(i**) ∀J∈(j,j’); [3] the probability 

of choosing project (j) p** (if E3 prevails); [5] the ratio between i** and p**; [5] the Bank’s 

expected profit; and [6] the Firm’s expected profit31. We consider the following cases: the 

standard deviations (σj and σj’) are set to: 0.04 and 0.14 for project (j) and (j’) [curve 1]; 

0.07 (σj) and 0.14 (σj’) [curve 2]; 0.10 (σj) and 0.14 (σj’) [curve 3]. Plots (E1) and (E3) 

indicate which equilibrium prevails32. Appendix A4 provides an example of the evolution 

of the expected profits with (i) for any equilibrium. 

                                                           
28 The simulations were made with Maple© software: our programs are available on request. 
29 The attentive reader may notice Gaussian distribution law allows for both negative and positive values, 
whereas variable (x) (the realization of (X|J), ∀J∈(j,j’)) is supposed to take positive values only (see 
Hypotheses H1). Using other distribution law, such as Log-Normal or Exponential laws may avoid this 
problem. However, we still use the Gaussian law in our simulations, because it allows the two first 
moments (mean and standard deviation) to vary in opposite directions. This is not the case for other 
standard statistical laws, for which the mean and the standard deviation are positively linked together: this 
would not be consistent with hypotheses H2, so that asset substitution leads to a decrease of profitability 
and to an increase of risk. In order to be sure that negative values are unlikely to happen in our simulations, 
we choose rather high values for the mean – whatever the project (j) or (j’) – so that the probability of 
getting negative values for (x) is close to zero (inferior to 3×10-4). 
30 We computed additional simulations with values of 0.48 (mean for (j)) and of 0.51 (mean for (j’)): these 
values lead to similar results (the main difference with the current simulation is that equilibrium E1 is 
reached for lower values of legal sanctions. All the other discussed features remain identical). 
31 Given the initial values, the global surplus – defined as the sum of both Firm’s and Bank’s expected 
profits, respectively equal 1.50 and 1.49 when the project is (j) or (j’). 
32 For the very first lowest values of (s), equilibria E2 and E3 lead to close levels of Bank’s expected 
profits, so that both equilibria may apply for the same value of (s). Yet, equilibrium E2 disappears for 
higher values of (s) (more than 10% on average). 
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Graphs 1 to 6. Simulated Results for Different Values of the Legal Sanctions (s) 
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Graph 3      Graph 4 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Graph 5      Graph 6 
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Graphs 1-6 illustrate interesting specificities of the model. First, a change of the legal 

environment effectively affects the investment policy (p) (Graph 2), the design of the 

debt contract (i) (Graph 1), and the resulting probability of default (Graph 3): more 

precisely, as expected, an increase of the legal sanctions (i.e. the legal environment turns 

to be severe) leads to a higher probability of choosing project (j). For each level of σj 

(0.04, 0.07, and 0.10), there is an optimal level of sanctions (21%, 35%, and 69%) which 

ensure equilibrium E1, so that both economic and legal efficiencies are preserved. Any 

additional increase of (s) is not needed, as equilibrium E1 does not depend on legal 

sanctions (see Proposition 1.2): beyond these numeric values, the economic and financial 

variables do not change anymore. As a result, an extreme severity is not needed to ensure 

economic and legal efficiency, and is only justified in case future changes affect the 

economy, and the nature of the investment projects (mean and variance). 
 
Second, as legal sanctions are increasing, the interest rate (i) tends to decrease, after some 

erratic changes; the decrease is much more regular and pronounced when focusing on the 

ratio (i/p) (Graph 4). This result is coherent with the empirical findings from Qian and 

Strahan [2007], whose cross-country analysis confirm that low interest rates are related to 

codes with a strong creditor protection. In our model, this effect reflects the following 

mechanism: when (s) is low, the Bank accepts some moral hazard from the firm (p is 

low) leading to moderate sanctions in case of default (s): E3 prevails and the Bank can 

charge more the Firm, applying a risk premium into the debt contract. The story changes 

as the legal environment becomes more severe: as a high level of (s) gives the firm the 

right incentives to reduce moral hazard (p increases), the Bank cannot charge a high 

interest rate anymore, as it is more protected by the Law: the interest rate decreases. An 

interesting consequence is that the sharing between profits goes into a rather noteworthy 

direction (Graphs 5 and 6): whereas the rationale behind the implementation of legal 

sanctions is to protect creditors against a risk of moral hazard from their debtors, the 

Firm’s profit surprisingly increases with (s) (Graph 5), contrary to the Bank (Graph 6). 

Indeed, a quadruple mechanism stems from any increase of (s): all thing remaining equal, 

on one hand, the Firm’s profit declines as [1] it turns toward a less risky project (σj < σj’); 

[2] higher sanctions apply, in case it still chooses project (j’); on the other hand, the 

Firm’s profit augments as [3] it turns toward a more profitable project (E(X|j) > E(X|j’)); 
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[4] it pays a lower level of interest rate, as the risk premium declines. According to the 

simulation, mechanisms [3] and [4] over-compensate mechanisms [1] and [2]. As a 

consequence, a more severe legal environment is likely to involve less costly financial 

resources: the Firm finally benefits of a more severe environment, and expects a higher 

profit. 
 
Third, as the model switches from equilibrium (E3) to (E1), decision variables are subject 

to discontinuous changes: the discontinuity is moderate regarding the investment policy 

(before project (j) is surely chosen under E1, it was decided 99% of times under E3). On 

the opposite, the changes are quite marked for the financial variables: the interest rate and 

the resulting profits dramatically decrease once the Bank turns to equilibrium E1. As a 

consequence, a slight change of the legal environment may involve a drastic adjustment 

of financial variables. This last issue raises opportunities for further empirical works. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This research investigates how bankruptcy law influences the design of debt contracts 

through the recovery process. We have proposed a model on the effects of legal sanctions 

prevailing under bankruptcy on the design of debt contacts. This is a main contribution to 

the theoretical literature on ex-ante efficiency of bankruptcy procedures, as former papers 

on this topic focused on the impact of the characteristics of the bankruptcy procedures on 

the behavior of managers and creditors. Unlike most papers considering a passive 

behavior of the bank in case of default of the borrower, we assume a more active and 

realistic role of the bank: when the bank observes the default of the borrower, it decides 

the renegotiate or to go for a Court solution. Besides, we explicitly take into account the 

debtor’s investment policy – with a risk of asset substitution – and the creditor’s financial 

policy – with an endogenous interest rate. 
 
Our model leads to several interesting propositions, each of them being related to a 

peculiar equilibrium. A first possible equilibrium encompasses situations where the firms 

do not perform moral hazard at all (economic efficiency) and the default is privately 

solved (legal efficiency): this equilibrium only requires a condition on bankruptcy costs 
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and is independent of the legal sanctions. A second possible equilibrium covers situations 

where the firms turn to the less profitable and riskiest project (economic inefficiency) and 

the default is privately solved (legal efficiency): it can be avoided through a minimal 

level of legal sanctions, whose threshold value depends on the interest rate: in that view, 

the Legislator policy is indirect only, as it depends on the Bank’s strategy. Last, we 

consider mixed strategies on the investment policy (partial economic efficiency): when 

financial distress occurs, a semi-separating equilibrium prevails so costly bankruptcy may 

apply (legal inefficiency). 
 
Some additional simulations illustrate how the bank can finally choose between the 

equilibria of the model, as the legal environment becomes more severe. Our findings lead 

to several interesting implications. First, as expected, an increase of the legal sanctions 

enhances the probability of choosing the best project, until sanctions reach a minimum 

level which guarantees the best equilibrium to prevail. Extreme severity is therefore not 

required to ensure both economic and legal efficiency, and is justified only in case future 

changes affect the parameters of the economy. Second, an increase of legal sanctions is 

likely to involve a reduction of the contractual interest rate, as the bank is better protected 

by the law, and cannot charge a risk premium anymore. An interesting consequence is 

that the sharing between profits goes into a rather surprising direction: whereas the 

rationale behind legal sanctions is the protection of creditors against asset substitution, 

debtors benefit in some extent of increased severity, as they are inclined to invest in the 

most profitable projects and, consequently, pay a lower interest rate. Third, we find that a 

slight change of the legal environment may lead to a drastic adjustment of financial 

variables, meaning that small changes in the law may involve financial instability. 
 
Our findings must only be viewed as a first investigation of the influence of the recovery 

process on the design of debt contracts. This theoretical analysis can be extended in a 

number of ways, including empirical investigation. This opens an avenue for further 

research. 
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APPENDIXES 

A1. Proof of inequality (2) 

Considering a standard debt contract33, the Firm’s expected profit depends on the chosen 

project ((j) or (j’)). Remembering the Firm is in default as soon as the realized earnings 

(x) are inferior to the interest rate (i), we have (where f(x|J) is the density function of the 

random variable (X|J), ∀J∈(j,j’)): 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )iF1ijXEdxjxfixE jXiidebt standard (j);project −⋅−=⋅−=Π ∞∞
∫   (A1-1) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )iF1ijXEdxjxfixE jXiidebt standard );(j'project ''' −⋅−=⋅−=Π ∞∞
∫   (A1-2) 

The firm has initial incentive to undertake project (j’) instead of project (j) as soon as 

profit shown in equation (A1-2) leads to a higher profit compared with equation (A1-1). 

This lead to inequality (A1-3), so that the tradeoff between projects (j) and (j’) leads to a 

minimum value for E(X|j’), as described in Figure I: 
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Figure I. Condition for having initial incentive to moral hazard: two projects (j) and (j’) 

 

The expected profitability for project (j’) must exceed the “IAST(j,j’)” threshold 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

End of proof [Inequality (2)]   ■ 

                                                           
33 Following Stiglitz and Weiss [1981], a debt contract is said to be “standard” as soon as it preserves 
limited liability and the derived expected profits (Firm and Bank) do not take into account nor private 
renegotiation in case of default, neither the contingent appliance of legal sanctions. 
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A2. Proof of proposition 2.1 

As shown in relation (13), the position of function f (i) (relatively to (c)) depends on the 

sum of ( ) ( )jXEjXEA ii
∞∞ −= '  and ( ) ( )( )iFiFiB jXjX −⋅= ' . Under H2, the amounts 

(A) and (B) are of opposite signs. First, for extreme-low values of (i), (A) is negative and 

higher than (B), in absolute values: A+B is negative, so we have f (i)<c. Second, for 

extreme-high values of (i), (A) is positive and lower than (B), in absolute values: A+B<0, 

and f (i)<c. Third, for moderate-low values of (i), (A) is negative and lower than (B), in 

absolute values: A+B>0, and f (i)>c. Fourth, for moderate-high values of (i), (A) is 

positive and higher than (B) , in absolute values: A+B>0, and f (i)>c. 

End of proof [Proposition 2.1.]   ■ 

A3. Proof of equality (26) 

When equality (25) prevails, we have (using the profit expressions from (24a) and (24b)): 
 

( )( ) ( )( )
( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ijXEiFiscdxjxfxjps     

ijXEiFidxjxfsxjp1c

xjpjiExjpjiE

ijXS

ijXS

i

i

−+⋅+−+⋅⋅

=−+⋅+⋅⋅−−⇔

Π=Π

∞

∞

∫

∫

''

,',,,

'

  (A2-1) 

 

With (from equation (3)):   ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )p1jxfpjxf

pjxf
xjp

−⋅+⋅

⋅
=

'
 

 

Which can be rewritten as follows (using truncated moments): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )∫

∫

−⋅+−⋅+−

=−−⋅+⋅

∞∞
i

i

SjXjXjXii

SjX

dxjxfiFciFiFijXEjXE

dxjxfjxfjxfxjpiFs

''

'

'

'   (A2-2) 

 

Replacing the value of ( )xjp  by its Bayesian expression (equation (3)), we finally obtain: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )
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∫

⋅−+⋅
⋅

−
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 (A2-3) 

 

End of proof [Equality (26)]   ■ 
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A4. Evolution of the expected profits with (i): an example 

For each value of the interest rate (i), graphs I to III provide the evolution of the Firm’s 

expected profit [a] at equilibrium and [b] after deviation34: Graphs I, II, III are respectively 

for equilibria E1, E2, E3. Graphs IV to VI show the corresponding evolution of the Bank’s 

expected profits. The considered values are: c = 0.05; E(X|j) = 0.50; E(X|j’) = 0.49; σj = 0.07; 

σj’ = 0.14; s = 10%; p = 50%. 

 
Graph I: Firm’s profits (E1) Graph II: Firm’s profits (E2) Graph III: Firm’s profits (E3) 

 

 
 

 
Graph IV: Bank’s profit (E1) Graph V: Bank’s profit (E2) Graph VI: Bank’s profit (E3) 

 

 

                                                           
34 When strategies are mixed (E3), both profits should be equal. 
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